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combined, full-time
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earn, while
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of color earn 88.9 percent of

what men of color earn. However,
just 63.7 percent of

what

all

women of color earn

men, on average, earn,

in

public debate.

The Comparable Worth Solution

Granted, women's wages have advanced since the 1970s

when "59

cents for every man's dollar"

protest slogan. But

some of women's

many

cases

The problem of pay equity stems not so much from blatant bias against women holding essentially the same
jobs as their male counterparts as from the persistence
of a sex-segregated labor market. Not surprisingly,

in part

from

millions of individuals are either tracked or trapped in
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gains are illusory

deriving in part from the stagnation, and in
the real declines, in
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occupations like nursing.
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only 88% of Black men, 85% of white women and 62%
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women of color tend to be employed
which
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have paid

lower wages than, for example manufacturing jobs,

Ten Leading Occupations for Employed Black
Women, 1996 (numbers in thousands)

Employed

Occupation

1996 and of those Black, female-headed households,

2.

Cashiers

-

women were

3.

Secretaries

-

536
359
290

nearly three times as likely to live in poverty and twice

4.

Supervisors, personal services

-

268

5

Retail sales workers (ex. cashiers)

-

191

6.

Janitors

-

176

7.

-

160

8.

Cooks
Maids

-

158

9.

Registered nurses

-

157

or 3.7 million Black families, were headed by

half were living in poverty. In fact, Black

6

unemployed as white women.
Figures from the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organization (AFL-CIO)'s Work
Women Department show a significant income "wage
gap" between men and women. But, the study found
as likely to be

la-

bor market" functions in practice. The following table

in the service occupations

According to a U.S. Department of Labor study

roles,
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women are some typical examples of how the
depicts the fact that

ers.

entitled

groups are

women workers lag behind men in

about wage discrimination, and what can be done about
it.

all racial

1

.

Nurse

aides, orderlies

and cleaners

and attendants

-

10.
1 1

Elementary school teachers
Social workers

-

151

-

1

makers.

response. Rep

comparability of two positions according to comparable

Printing Office).
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Although not
only by
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all

the fact
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that in

is

Somerset) and moves

kinds of jobs, for the most part, that pay high wages.

passed

Because of the persistence of so-called "sex-segrerights advocates
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such as

teria

etc

-

tend to be concentrated.

and rated accordingly.
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and

likely

bility, skill

and

Using

compared

over the past 18 years

Although

critics

in setting their

on a rating
state

various public sector jobs.

pa)

scale, constructed

bureaucracy, which takes
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and

effort required of

The workability of the law

testifies to the fact that private

sector employers could adopt similar systems

system, jobs

if

need

be.

to a secretarial

found to be essentially equal
effort.

relies

account of the knowledge,

degree of effort,

this

The system

and overseen by a special

"male" such as truck driver might be

rated on these measures and
-

other states.

dress issues of comparable worth

are evaluated across a range of cri-

skill level, responsibility,

that are primarily

alrcai'.v

dates that city, county and state governments must ad-

proposed remedy for wage disparities between male
and female jobs is some sort of comparable worth sys-

tem whereby jobs

direction of laws

For instance, Minnesota's 1982 pay equity law man-

have called for the past decade or so

some form of "comparable worth" as a way to increase women's wages in certain occupations, like secwhere

in

in the

(I)

many economists and women's

for

retaries,

Work chaired by Rep. Joan Menard

rable

are over-represented, and these are not the

gated" labor markets,

and working conditions be-

tween employees of the opposite sex."Jehlen's bill follows on the work of a 1995 Commission on Compa-

of these jobs by any means are held

women,

Patricia Jehlen (I)

Some-mile) introduced a bill to amend the comparable
work statute so that it lakes specific aCCOUnl oi "the

5

Source: U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, ( 'urrent Population Sunry, 1996 Annual Average (Washington DC.

Government

In

Maine boasts the most long-lived comparable worth

law

in responsi-

The
statute requires simply that public and priv ate emplov
ers pay equal wages for comparable work. The law \
in the

claim such a sys-

United States, having adopted

it

in

1965.

-

tem would be burdensome to employers and government alike, advocates maintain that a calculus of com-

effectiveness

is

parable worth remains the only viable solution for significantly raising

women's wages across

In fact, states have

moved on

their

forcement mechanism

own

could put
in lieu

mechanisms to insure

no policing of

-

These two examples

for laws to include both

that sanctions exists for

non-com-

pliance. If state and federal policies are ever to

headway
craft

in

make

pay equity for women, they will have to

comparable worth policies

that take

account of

remedy the
terms and mean-

the current experiments in this area, and

problems related

ers of Everett, Massachusetts claimed that their $4.95-

to specificity of legal

ings and to the perceived weaknesses of the laws in

$6.85 per hour pay rate were unfairly low and discriminatory when compared to the mostly male school jani-

terms of enforcement.

Initially the court

Conclusion

cafeteria workers, but a

by the town eventually overturned the
judgment. The ultimate ruling maintained that the two
jobs were essentially not comparable - i.e., that the two
series of appeals

The comparable worth "option" as an instrument for
women's economic advancement, and for that of their
communities, holds promise

types of jobs just could not be compared in any meaningful way.

really

private and public employers, and for enforcement

wage discrimination for "work of comparable character." The law was first tested in a lengthy court battle
drawn out between 1991 and 1998 involving a class
action suit. The largely female school cafeteria work-

women

real teeth into the law.

point out the challenges ahead

com-

tor

ruled in favor of the

is

of a

For example, Massachusetts

making $11 .64-$ 12.73 per hour.

there

the state's workplaces to ensure compliance, which

has a law in the books prohibiting private or public sec-

tors

-

the board.

federal law to introduce initiatives that advance

parable worth forward.

undercut, however, by the lack of en-

equity and for

women's

in

terms of overall gender

politics.

The

best argument

8

for legal grievances based on workplace discrimination
is

The vagueness of the law's wording gave wide
for judicial interpretation, a

problem that the

that

women

as a class present a claim against the

latitude

traditions structured into the labor market.

plaintiffs'

This ap-

proach not only addresses the barriers to women's well

attorneys brought to the attention of the state's law-
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being,

it

also has the

cal consciousness

added advantage of creating

5

politi-

and action by and for women. As
6

Sen has noted, "The economic participation of women,
is, thus, both a reward on its own (with associated reduction in gender bias in the treatment of

women

in general."

tunities

Office,

7

"women's work" of

8

lower paid

is

that the nurturing

the extent that

and care-giving functions

women

economic advancement

offers.

But

in the face

empow-

For example

in 1989,

many

felt

the

average income required for a family of four was $1 8,000, but the
of poverty was set at $ 1 2,500 or

less.

See Brad-

The Economics of Poverty and Discrimination (New
Inc., 1987), 11.

2

Mel King, Chain of Change: Struggles for Black Community
Development (Boston: South End Press. 1981), xxv.
3

Amartya Sen, Development As Freedom (New York: Alfred A.

Knopf,
4

's

Business, April 1999.

Inc., 1999), 3-4.

Richard B. Freeman, Working Under Different Rules

(New

Sen, Development As Freedom, 201.

Women

in Politics

Assistant at the Center.

of years of neglect

Differences of opinion are endemic to government efforts to es-

tablish an official poverty line.

York: Prentice-Hall,

Women

is

the Director of the

and Public

and Public Policy and Shelly M.

Notes

official definition

Pay for

Policy at

Research

for this article was contributed by Carol Cardozo,
Research Associate, Center for Women in Politics

provide an added incentive for action.

ley R. Schiller,

Policy Research, Equal

the University of Massachusetts Boston.

in addition, for

of color, the net gains for community

erment and development

1

Women's

Elizabeth A. Sherman, "Equal Pay to Get Federal, State Delibera-

Center for

adopt a proactive stance to

higher wages and the attendant psychological benefits

women

Institute for

Elizabeth A. Sherman, Ph.D.

rewarded.

ill

these entrenched patterns of exclusion, they will achieve
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